
 

 

Order Flow Presentation Trader Manual 
 

 

1. Overview 

This indicator prints an order flow presentation for each bar (plus a composite presentation for 
today). At each price level of a bar is a presentation row that consists of sell volume on the left & buy 
volume on the right. 

 

The indicator lets you choose from 3 modes of volume base, each of which has a different definition 
of buy volume & sell volume. Let’s study each of them below. 

 

2. Volume Base 

2.1. BidAskPrice_RealVolume 

This mode should be used for instruments with real volumes (futures & stocks). 

Buy volume & sell volume are defined as follows: 

 Buy Volume: If the price of a tick is greater than or equal to the ask price, the real volume of 
the tick is categorized as buy volume. 

 Sell Volume: If the price of a tick is less than or equal to the bid price, the real volume of the 
tick is categorized as sell volume. 



In this mode, if Tick Replay is enabled, the indicator functions on both historical & real-time data. 
Please visit https://ninjatrader.com/support/helpGuides/nt8/en-us/?tick_replay.htm for instructions 
on how to enable Tick Replay. 

If Tick Replay is disabled, the indicator functions only on real-time data and there are no calculations 
on historical data. Any actions that lead to chart reloading will erase all calculations.  

2.2. UpDownTick_RealVolume 

This mode should be used for instruments with real volumes (futures & stocks). 

Buy volume & sell volume are defined as follows: 

 Buy Volume: If a tick is up or remains up, the real volume of the tick is categorized as buy 
volume. 

 Sell Volume: If a tick is down or remains down, the real volume of the tick is categorized as 
sell volume. 

In this mode, the indicator functions on both historical & real-time data. However, please be advised 
that historical and real-time calculations of the same bar may not be 100% identical, due to technical 
limitations. 

2.3. UpDownTick_UnitVolume 

This mode is the one & only choice for instruments without real volumes (forex, CFDs, indices). 

Buy volume & sell volume are defined as follows: 

 Buy Volume: If a tick is up or remains up, a unit volume (1) is credited as buy volume for the 
tick. 

 Sell Volume: If a tick is down or remains down, a unit volume (1) is credited as sell volume for 
the tick. 

In this mode, the indicator functions on both historical & real-time data. However, please be advised 
that historical and real-time calculations of the same bar may not be 100% identical, due to technical 
limitations. 

 

3. Thresholds 

3.1. Strong Volume 

If a volume is below this number, it is considered not strong or not meaningful.  

Strong volumes are highlighted with a bigger font for easy recognition. 

3.2. Strong Delta Percentage 

At any presentation row, delta is the difference between buy volume & sell volume. 

Delta percentage is calculated by dividing the delta by the larger number between buy volume & sell 
volume. Let’s take the 120 x 200 row as an example:  

 Delta = 200 – 120 = 80 

 Larger number = 200 

 Delta percentage = 80/200 = 40% 

As you can deduce, delta percentage ranges from 0% to 100%.  

The larger the percentage, the more the imbalance between buy volume & sell volume. 

https://ninjatrader.com/support/helpGuides/nt8/en-us/?tick_replay.htm


The delta percentage of a presentation row is considered strong if and only if both of these 
conditions are satisfied: 

 The larger volume in the row is strong (please read section 3.1 above for the definition of 
“strong volume”). 

 The delta percentage reaches or exceeds the threshold you set (default value is 25%). 

Rows with strong delta percentage are highlighted with different colors for easy recognition. 

 

4. Bar Sizing 

It is important to adjust bar size & distance properly for comfortable order flow reading.  

Hotkeys for bar distance adjustment: 

 To increase bar distance: Ctrl + ↓ 

 To decrease bar distance: Ctrl + ↑ 

Hotkeys for bar size adjustment: 

 To make bar fatter: Alt + ↓ 

 To make bar thinner: Alt + ↑ 

You can also drag the time scale to the left/right to increase/decrease bar distance quickly. 

 


